
 

AUTHORISATION 

 

Every participant in the trade show, including exhibitors,  

 

authorises QUINZE MAI, a simplified stock company whose head office is located at 1 rue Augustine Variot, 92240 

Malakoff, France, listed with the Nanterre Trade and Companies Register under the number 302 382 858 

(hereinafter referred to as “QUINZE MAI”, its partners and its assignees: 

 

- To record their image and/or voice for reproduction and use in photographs, on film, in videos or in any 

other format, for reproduction and use in audio, visual or audio-visual materials (hereinafter referred to 

as the “Recordings”);  

- To publish their image and/or voice and to use or allow a third party to use the Recordings via any medium 

whatsoever, throughout the world, in French or any other language, without restriction or limitation, for 

commercial or non-commercial purposes and, in particular, to promote QUINZE MAI, on one or more 

occasions; 

 

Participants acknowledge, furthermore, that QUINZE MAI holds and will continue to hold the literary and artistic 

property rights over the aforementioned Recordings for a maximum duration of three years. 

 

In this respect, participants expressly accept that: 

 

- Images may be subject to cropping, editing and zooming as required for technical and artistic reasons, in 

accordance with professional practices; 

- Trademarks and distinctive signs belonging to QUINZE MAI, or any other sponsor approved by QUINZE 

MAI, may be incorporated on screen during broadcasting; the participants thus waive any right of 

recourse in this regard; 

- The Recordings may be multicast by QUINZE MAI, its partners and its assignees; 

- The Recordings may be used in particular via digital and telephonic media, and published online, 

throughout the world, on the QUINZE MAI website or on the websites of its partners and assignees. 

 

Participants are fully aware and expressly accept that: 

 

- “Multicasting” is intended to mean that QUINZE MAI may publish the Recordings on one or more 

occasions using any broadcasting methods, with or without encryption (via radio waves, cables, satellites, 

etc.); 

- The multicast Recordings may be broadcast live and/or with a time lag; and in full, as part of a satellite 

and/or cable television distribution service selected by QUINZE MAI or by any other French or foreign 

television channel, and communicated to the public; 

- The authorisation thus granted applies for the reproduction and depiction of the participants' image and 

voice in the Recordings, whether together or separately, in full or in part, via any medium and for the 

purposes set out above, without giving rise to an obligation to broadcast. 

 

Participants undertake to allow QUINZE MAI to exercise without hindrance the rights assigned and granted. 

 

This authorisation is granted free of charge to QUINZE MAI for the purposes set out above, either performed 

directly by QUINZE MAI or indirectly by any third party so authorised by QUINZE MAI. Consequently, the 

participant hereby waives any right to claim, from QUINZE MAI, the broadcaster and/or sponsor of the 

Recordings, any form of payment, remuneration or compensation for their participation in the Recordings. 
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